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Today the classics of the western canon, written by the proverbial ''dead white
men,'' are cannon fodder in the culture wars. But in the 1950s and 1960s, they
were a pop culture phenomenon. The Great Books of Western Civilization, fifty-four
volumes chosen by intellectuals at the University of Chicago, began as an
educational movement, and evolved into a successful marketing idea. Why did a
million American households buy books by Hippocrates and Nicomachus from doorto-door salesmen? And how and why did the great books fall out of fashion? In A
Great Idea at the Time Alex Beam explores the Great Books mania, in an
entertaining and strangely poignant portrait of American popular culture on the
threshold of the television age. Populated with memorable characters, A Great Idea
at the Time will leave readers asking themselves: Have I read Lucretius's De Rerum
Natura lately? If not, why not?

Fluid Mechanics
Presents a counterintuitive assessment of the financial crisis to identify what the
author believes were its actual causes, outlining recommended changes for
strengthening the nation's economy.

The Knot Book
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Nature’s Machines: An Introduction to Organismal Biomechanics presents the
fundamental principles of biomechanics in a concise, accessible way while
maintaining necessary rigor. It covers the central principles of whole-organism
biomechanics as they apply across the animal and plant kingdoms, featuring brief,
tightly-focused coverage that does for biologists what H. M. Frost’s 1967
Introduction to Biomechanics did for physicians. Frequently encountered, basic
concepts such as stress and strain, Young’s modulus, force coefficients, viscosity,
and Reynolds number are introduced in early chapters in a self-contained format,
making them quickly available for learning and as a refresher. More sophisticated,
integrative concepts such as viscoelasticity or properties of hydrostats are covered
in the later chapters, where they draw on information from multiple earlier sections
of the book. Animal and plant biomechanics is now a common research area widely
acknowledged by organismal biologists to have broad relevance. Most of the dayto-day activities of an animal involve mechanical processes, and to the extent that
organisms are shaped by adaptive evolution, many of those adaptations are
constrained and channelized by mechanical properties. The similarity in body
shape of a porpoise and a tuna is no coincidence. Many may feel that they have an
intuitive understanding of many of the mechanical processes that affect animals
and plants, but careful biomechanical analyses often yield counterintuitive results:
soft, squishy kelp may be better at withstanding pounding waves during storms
than hard-shelled mollusks; really small swimmers might benefit from being
spherical rather than streamlined; our bones can operate without breaking for
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decades, whereas steel surgical implants exhibit fatigue failures in a few months if
not fully supported by bone. Offers organismal biologists and biologists in other
areas a background in biomechanics to better understand the research literature
and to explore the possibility of using biomechanics approaches in their own work
Provides an introductory presentation of the everyday mechanical challenges faced
by animals and plants Functions as recommended or required reading for
advanced undergraduate biology majors taking courses in biomechanics,
supplemental reading in a general organismal biology course, or background
reading for a biomechanics seminar course

Easy Money
Corporate Financial Strategy is a practical guide to understanding the elements of
financial strategy, and how directors and advisors can add value by tailoring
financial strategy to complement corporate strategy. The book sets out appropriate
financial strategies over the key milestones in a company's life. It discusses the
practicalities behind transactions such as: * Raising venture capital * Flotation on a
stock exchange * Making acquisitions * Management buyouts * Financial
restructuring In explaining financing structures, the book sets out the basic
building blocks of any financial instrument to enable the reader to appreciate
innovations in the field. It also illustrates how and why different types of security
might be used. The second edition of this very popular textbook brings to bear the
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considerable commercial and academic experience of its co-authors. Throughout,
the book offers a range of up-to-date case studies, abundant diagrams and figures,
and frequent 'Working Insight' sections to provide practical illumination of the
theory. This book will enable you to understand the potential value added by the
best financial strategy, while fully demonstrating the working role of financial
strategy within an overall corporate strategy. An excellent practical guide for
senior financial managers, strategic-decision makers and qualified accountants,
the text is also invaluable as a clear-sighted and thorough companion for students
and senior executives on finance courses (including MBA, MSc and DMS).

Unintended Consequences
The Myth of Capitalism tells the story of how America has gone from an open,
competitive marketplace to an economy where a few very powerful companies
dominate key industries that affect our daily lives. Digital monopolies like Google,
Facebook and Amazon act as gatekeepers to the digital world. Amazon is capturing
almost all online shopping dollars. We have the illusion of choice, but for most
critical decisions, we have only one or two companies, when it comes to high
speed Internet, health insurance, medical care, mortgage title insurance, social
networks, Internet searches, or even consumer goods like toothpaste. Every day,
the average American transfers a little of their pay check to monopolists and
oligopolists. The solution is vigorous anti-trust enforcement to return America to a
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period where competition created higher economic growth, more jobs, higher
wages and a level playing field for all. The Myth of Capitalism is the story of
industrial concentration, but it matters to everyone, because the stakes could not
be higher. It tackles the big questions of: why is the US becoming a more unequal
society, why is economic growth anemic despite trillions of dollars of federal debt
and money printing, why the number of start-ups has declined, and why are
workers losing out.

Cornered
Quantitative Structural Geology
The outspoken former Reagan budget director explains where capitalism went
wrong, how it was corrupted and how it could be restored by describing how the
working of free markets and democracy has long been under threat in America and
providing a nonpartisan catalog of the corrupters and defenders. 75,000 first
printing.

The Great Deformation
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President Obama has declared that the standard by which all policies and policy
outcomes are judged is fairness. He declared in 2011 that "we've sought to ensure
that every citizen can count on some basic measure of security. We do this
because we recognize that no matter how responsibly we live our lives, any one of
us, at any moment, might face hard times, might face bad luck, might face a
crippling illness or a layoff." And that, he says, is why we have a social safety net.
He says that returning to a standard of fairness where anyone can get ahead
through hard work is the "issue of our time." And perhaps it is. This book explores
what it means for our economic system and our economic results to be "fair." Does
it mean that everyone has a fair shot? Does it mean that everyone gets the same
amount? Does it mean the government can assert the authority to forcibly take
from the successful and give to the poor? Is government supposed to be Robin
Hood determining who gets what? Or should the market decide that? The
surprising answer: nations with free market systems that allow people to get ahead
based on their own merit and achievement are the fairest of them all.

A Great Idea at the Time: The Rise, Fall, and Curious Afterlife
of the Great Books
“An eye-opening dazzler” (Stephen King) about a pair of globetrotting, goreobsessed journalists whose entanglement in a French philosopher’s death becomes
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a surreal journey into global conspiracy from legendary filmmaker David
Cronenberg. Stylish and camera-obsessed, Naomi and Nathan thrive on the yellow
journalism of the social-media age. Naomi finds herself drawn to the headlines
surrounding a famous couple, Célestine and Aristide, Marxist philosophers and
sexual libertines. Célestine has been found dead, and Aristide has disappeared.
Police suspect him of killing her and consuming parts of her body. Yet Naomi sets
off to find him, and as she delves deeper into the couple’s lives, she discovers the
news story may only skim the surface of the disturbing acts they performed
together. Journalist Nathan, meanwhile, is in Budapest photographing the
controversial work of an unlicensed surgeon named Zoltán Molnár, once sought by
Interpol for organ trafficking. After sleeping with one of Molnár’s patients, Nathan
contracts a rare STD called Roiphe’s and travels to Toronto, determined to meet
the man who discovered the syndrome. Dr. Barry Roiphe, Nathan learns, now
studies his own adult daughter, whose bizarre behavior masks a devastating
secret. These parallel narratives become entwined in a gripping, dreamlike plot
that involves geopolitics, 3-D printing, North Korea, the Cannes Film Festival,
cancer, and, in an incredible number of varieties, sex. Consumed is an exuberant,
provocative debut novel from one of the world’s leading film directors, a writer of
“fierce sculptural intensity” (Jonathan Lethem, The New York Times Book Review)
who makes it “impossible to look away” (Publishers Weekly).

Political Capitalism
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"A manifesto for our times." —Thomas Frank, Wall Street Journal Barry C. Lynn, one
of the most original and surprising students of the American economy, paints a
genuinely alarming picture: most of our public debates about globalization,
competitiveness, creative destruction, and risky finance are nothing more than a
cover for the widespread consolidation of power in nearly every imaginable sector
of the American economy. Cornered strips the camouflage from the secret world of
twenty-first-century monopolies-neofeudalist empires whose sheer size, vast
resources, and immense political power enable the people who control to direct
virtually every major industry in America in an increasingly authoritarian manner.
Lynn reveals how these massive juggernauts, which would have been illegal just
thirty years ago, came into being, how they have destroyed or devoured their
competition, and how they collude with one another to maintain their power and
create the illusion of open, competitive markets. A confluence of small government
zealotry and misguided efficient market theories has lead to a complete
dismantling of government oversight of industry. Has that brought us the promised
economic utopia? Just the opposite. For decades, the dominant elite has used the
federal government to all but encourage companies to buy one another up,
outsource all their production, and make their profits by leveraging their complete
power over the market itself. Lynn makes clear it will take more than a lawsuit or
two to overthrow America's corporatist oligarchy and restore a model of capitalism
that protects our rights as property holders and citizens, and the independence of
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our Republic. Details how regular citizens can join together to beat the great
powers, and how to do so by relearning the real history and language of our
democratic republic. Includes stories of real people and real industries that show
how monopolies threaten independent businesses, squelch innovation, degrade
the quality and safety of products, destabilize vital industrial and financial systems,
and destroy the fabric of democracy Explores monopoly power across a wide array
of industries, including appliances, auto parts, beer, eyeglasses, medical supplies,
pet food, surfboards, vitamins, and more. Demonstrates how the drive for "always
lower prices" makes your job disappear, puts your small business out of business,
and turns dreams of entrepreneurial success into impossible fantasies Lynn is that
rarest of creatures, a journalist whose theoretical writings are taken very seriously
by the top policymakers and economic thinkers in Washington and around the
world. His work has been compared already to John Kenneth Galbraith and Peter
Drucker. The Washington Post called Lynn's last book-on globalization-"Tom
Friedman for grownups." Cornered is essential reading for anyone who cares about
America and its future.

Collusion
To many people, the main question about extraterrestrial life is whether or not it
exists. But to the scientific community, that question has already been answered:
It does. So confident are scientists of the existence of life on other planets that
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they've invested serious amounts of money, time and prestige in finding and
studying it. NASA has started an Institute of Astrobiology, for instance, and the
University of Washington, Seattle, began in September 1999 to accept graduate
students into its Department of Astrobiology. Life Everywhere is the first book to
lay out for a general reader what the new science of astrobiology is all about. It
asks the fascinating questions researchers are asking themselves and one another:
u What is life? u How does it originate? u How often does life survive once it
arises?u How does evolution work?u What determines whether complex or even
intelligent life will emerge from more primitive forms?Informed by interviews with
most of the experts in this nascent subject, Life Everywhere introduces readers to
one of the most important scientific disciplines of the coming century.

Game Physics
In this searing exposé, former Wall Street insider Nomi Prins shows how the
2007-2008 financial crisis turbo-boosted the influence of central bankers and
triggered a massive shift in the world order. Central banks and international
institutions like the IMF have overstepped their traditional mandates by directing
the flow of epic sums of fabricated money without any checks or balances.
Meanwhile, the open door between private and central banking has ensured
endless opportunities for market manipulation and asset bubbles--with government
support. Through on-the-ground reporting, Prins reveals how five regions and their
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central banks reshaped economics and geopolitics. She discloses how Mexico
navigated its relationship with the US while striving for independence and how
Brazil led the BRICS countries to challenge the US dollar's hegemony. She explains
how China's retaliation against the Fed's supremacy is aiding its ongoing ascent as
a global superpower and how Japan is negotiating the power shift from the West to
the East. And she illustrates how the European response to the financial crisis
fueled instability that manifests itself in everything from rising populism to the
shocking Brexit vote. Packed with tantalizing details about the elite players
orchestrating the world economy--from Janet Yellen and Mario Draghi to Ben
Bernanke and Christine Lagarde--Collusion takes the reader inside the most
discreet conversations at exclusive retreats like Jackson Hole and Davos. A work of
meticulous reporting and bracing analysis, Collusion will change the way we
understand the new world of international finance.

Droplet Wetting and Evaporation
Leading cultural theorists consider the meaning and implications of world-scale
humanist scholarship by engaging with Immanuel Wallerstein s world-systems
analysis.

The Hidden History of Monopolies
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Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation, Volume 2: Scientific Foundations and Principles of
Practice provides a thorough review of the basic science information concerning
the tissues of the musculoskeletal system impacted by injury or disease, as well as
the guiding principles upon which rehabilitation interventions are based. This
volume divides information into two sections: scientific foundations and principles
of intervention, providing readers with a guiding set of clinical foundations and
principles upon which they can easily develop treatment interventions for specific
impairments and functional limitations. Clinical application case studies help
readers apply what they learn in the classroom to real life situations. Evidencebased content uses over 5,000 references to support the basic science information
principles for rehabilitation interventions and provide the best evidence and
physiological reasoning for treatment. Over 180 tables and 275 text boxes
highlight key points within the text for better understanding. Expert editors David
Magee, PhD, PT, James Zachazewski, DPT, SCS, ATC, Sandy Quillen, PT, PhD, SCS,
FACSM and over 70 contributors provide authoritative guidance on the foundations
and principles of musculoskeletal rehabilitation practice.

The Great Deformation
The only work to date to collect data gathered during the American and Soviet
missions in an accessible and complete reference of current scientific and technical
information about the Moon.
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The Myth of Capitalism
Droplet Wetting and Evaporation provides engineers, students, and researchers
with the first comprehensive guide to the theory and applications of droplet
wetting and evaporation. Beginning with a relevant theoretical background, the
book moves on to consider specific aspects, including heat transfer, flow
instabilities, and the drying of complex fluid droplets. Each chapter covers the
principles of the subject, addressing corresponding practical issues and problems.
The text is ideal for a broad range of domains, from aerospace and materials, to
biomedical applications, comprehensively relaying the challenges and approaches
from the different communities leading the way in droplet research and
development. Provides a broad, cross-subject coverage of theory and application
that is ideal for engineers, students and researchers who need to follow all major
developments in this interdisciplinary field Includes comprehensive discussions of
heat transfer, flow instabilities, and the drying of complex fluid droplets Begins
with an accessible summary of fundamental theory before moving on to specific
areas such as heat transfer, flow instabilities, and the drying of complex fluid
droplets

Life Everywhere
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Felix Klein, one of the great nineteenth-century geometers, rediscovered in
mathematics an idea from Eastern philosophy: the heaven of Indra contained a net
of pearls, each of which was reflected in its neighbour, so that the whole Universe
was mirrored in each pearl. Klein studied infinitely repeated reflections and was led
to forms with multiple co-existing symmetries. For a century these ideas barely
existed outside the imagination of mathematicians. However in the 1980s the
authors embarked on the first computer exploration of Klein's vision, and in doing
so found many further extraordinary images. Join the authors on the path from
basic mathematical ideas to the simple algorithms that create the delicate fractal
filigrees, most of which have never appeared in print before. Beginners can follow
the step-by-step instructions for writing programs that generate the images.
Others can see how the images relate to ideas at the forefront of research.

Consumed
The elucidation of the mechanisms and kinematics of shear zone deformation, at
both local and regional scales, is the subject of a great deal of interest to scientists
in the hydrocarbon industry, in seismology, and in structural geology more
generally. This book comprises a collection of five theoretical and twelve regional
contributions to the subject from a number of leading researchers in the field, with
particular emphasis on work carried out in the Indian subcontinent. The book will
be invaluable to advances students and researchers involved in the kinematics of
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shear.

Immanuel Wallerstein and the Problem of the World
A pioneering single-semester undergraduate textbook that balances descriptive
and quantitative analysis of geological structures.

The Alchemists
Almost since the advent of skein-theoretic invariants of knots and links (the Jones,
HOMFLY, and Kauffman polynomials), the important role of categories of tangles in
the connection between low-dimensional topology and quantum-group theory has
been recognized. The rich categorical structures naturally arising from the
considerations of cobordisms have suggested functorial views of topological field
theory.This book begins with a detailed exposition of the key ideas in the discovery
of monoidal categories of tangles as central objects of study in low-dimensional
topology. The focus then turns to the deformation theory of monoidal categories
and the related deformation theory of monoidal functors, which is a proper
generalization of Gerstenhaber's deformation theory of associative algebras. These
serve as the building blocks for a deformation theory of braided monoidal
categories which gives rise to sequences of Vassiliev invariants of framed links,
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and clarify their interrelations.

Scientific Foundations and Principles of Practice in
Musculoskeletal Rehabilitation
Uses interviews with then budget director David Stockman to depict the
implementation of President Reagan's economic policies and describes the effect
of the original article

Indra's Pearls
Taking advantage of new technological advances in Quaternary geology and
geomorphology, this volume showcases new developments in glacial geology.
Honoring the legacy of Frank Leverett and F.B. Taylor's 1915 USGS monograph of
the region, this book includes 12 chapters that cover diverse topics ranging from
hydrogeology, near-surface geophysics, geotectonics, and vertebrate paleontology
to glacial geomorphology and glacial history. Several papers make use of detailed
but nuanced shaded relief maps of digital elevation models of LiDAR data; these
advances are brought into historical perspective by visiting the history of geologic
mapping of Michigan. Looking forward, interpretations of the shaded relief maps
evoke novel processes, such as regional evolution of subglacial and supraglacial
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drainage systems of receding glacial margins. The volume also includes
assessment of chronological issues in light of greater accuracy and precision of
radiocarbon dating of plant fossils using accelerator mass spectrometry versus
older techniques.

Zero Hour
A former Michigan congressman and member of the Reagan administration
describes how interference in the financial markets has contributed to the national
debt and has damaging and lasting repercussions.

Quaternary Glaciation of the Great Lakes Region
David Stockman brings us an insider-turned-iconoclast's report on how 30 years of
financial and political misrule by the Washington/Wall Street elites have brought
the U.S. to the brink of ruin. He shows that the Fed's destructive ZIRP and QE
policies have buried Flyover America in debt while clobbering it with shrinking real
wages and vanishing job opportunities. At the same time, the bicoastal elites have
prospered mightily from the massive inflation of financial assets in the Wall Street
casino and the debt-fueled expansion of Imperial Washington's domestic rackets
and global interventions. Stockman argues that Donald Trump's improbable
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candidacy happened because Flyover America has had enough of a rigged system
that benefits the few but has failed to delivery economic recovery and real
prosperity at home and a safer and more stable world abroad. Stockman's book is
no testimonial on behalf of Trump's candidacy, and contends that much of what he
advocates is wrong-headed or downright reprehensible. But it does salute him as
the rallying force for Main Street political insurrection because the existing regime
of Bubble Finance on Wall Street and statist aggrandizement in Washington
threatens incalculable harm. Stockman also argues that there remains a way
forward. He suggests the "political outlaw" who considers himself to be the world's
greatest dealmaker would need to "make ten great deals" to bring American back
from the brink. These include a Peace Deal, a Jobs Deal, a Sound Money Deal, a
Super Glass-Steagall Deal, A Liberty Deal and five more.

Trumped!
Harry Dent predicted the populist wave that has driven the Brexit vote, the
election of Donald Trump, and other recent shocks around the world. Now he
returns with the definitive guide to protecting your investments and prospering in
the age of the anti-globalist backlash. We're facing the onset of what Dent calls
'Economic Winter.' It will dwarf the Great Recession of the 2000s - and maybe even
the Great Depression of the 1930s. In Zero Hour, he explains how to protect
yourself and use this precarious climate to your advantage.
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Whose Boat Is This Boat?
As Director of the Office of Management and Budget in the early 1980s, David
Stockman was a chief architect of the Reagan Revolution—a bold plan to cut taxes
and reduce the scope and cost of government. The Triumph of Politics was
Stockman’s frontline report of the miscalculations, manipulations, and political
intrigues that led to its failure. A major publishing event and New York Times
bestseller in its day, The Triumph of Politics is still startling relevant to the conduct
of Washington politics today.

Catastrophes and Earth History
Batchelor coins the term "chromophobia"--A fear of corruption or contamination
through color--in a meditation on color in western culture. Batchelor analyzes the
history of, and the motivations behind, chromophobia, from its beginnings through
examples of nineteenth-century literature, twentieth-century architecture and film
to Pop art, minimalism and the art and architecture of the present day. He argues
that there is a tradition of resistance to colour in the West, exemplified by many
attempts to purge color from art, literature and architecture. Batchelor seeks to
analyze the motivations behind chromophobia, considering the work of writers and
philosophers who have used color as a significant motif, and offering new
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interpretations of familiar texts and works of art.

The Triumph of Politics
100% of The Late Show’s proceeds from this book go to hurricane relief. Whose
Boat Is This Boat? Comments That Don’t Help in the Aftermath of a Hurricane is a
picture book made entirely of quotations from President Donald Trump in the wake
of Hurricane Florence. It is the first children’s book that demonstrates what not to
say after a natural disaster. On September 19, 2018, Donald Trump paid a visit to
New Bern, North Carolina, one of the towns ravaged by Hurricane Florence. It was
there he showed deep concern for a boat that washed ashore. “At least you got a
nice boat out of the deal,” said President Trump to hurricane victims. “Have a good
time!” he told them. The only way his comments would be appropriate is in the
context of a children’s book—and now you can experience them that way, thanks
to the staff of The Late Show with Stephen Colbert. Whose Boat Is This Boat? is an
excellent teaching tool for readers of all ages who enjoy learning about empathy
by process of elimination. Have a good time!

Peak Trump
The second book in the Easy Money trilogy discusses how the global financial
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system evolved in the aftermath of the First World War and how that finally led to
the dot-com crash in the United States, in the early 2000s. It gives an overview of
how in the aftermath of the First World War, Europe was in major trouble. The book
also analyzes how the United Kingdom of Great Britain, which was once the
premier nation of the world, lost out to its former colony, the United States of
America. The dominance of the United States led to its currency, the dollar,
becoming the international reserve currency. This led to the United States having
an exorbitant privilege which it still continues to have. Over the years, this
exorbitant privilege has led to many financial crises in different parts of the world.
It has also been responsible for the current financial crisis as well. The book
concludes with the wisdom of the legendary investor Warren Buffett, who was
deemed to be a failure, during the heydays of the dot-com bubble, when his
investment company Berkshire Hathaway could not generate the stupendous
returns that dot-com stocks had been generating. Nevertheless, in the end, it was
Buffett who had the last laugh. As he wrote to his shareholders: “But a pin lies in
wait for every bubble.” The lessons of the dot-com bubble bursting were never
really learnt, and soon the same mistakes would be made again.

Nature's Machines
An introduction to the principles and applications of passive seismic monitoring,
providing an accessible overview of current research and technology.
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Corporate Financial Strategy
This book, based on papers from a symposium at the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution, shows the necessity of developing a new philosophy in place of the
classical uniformitarianism based only on processes familiar in human experience.
Originally published in 1984. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback
and hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books
published by Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.

Chromophobia
CD ROM contains a snapshot of the full distribution of source code, documentation
and supporting materials located at the Magic Software Inc. website. --Inside cover.

Ductile Shear Zones
Problems associated with cronyism, corporatism, and policies that favor the elite
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over the masses have received increasing attention in recent years. Political
Capitalism explains that what people often view as the result of corruption and
unethical behavior are symptoms of a distinct system of political economy. The
symptoms of political capitalism are often viewed as the result of government
intervention in a market economy, or as attributes of a capitalist economy itself.
Randall G. Holcombe combines well-established theories in economics and the
social sciences to show that political capitalism is not a mixed economy, or
government intervention in a market economy, or some intermediate step
between capitalism and socialism. After developing the economic theory of political
capitalism, Holcombe goes on to explain how changes in political ideology have
facilitated the growth of political capitalism, and what can be done to redirect
public policy back toward the public interest.

Easy Money
“This is the most important, dynamic book on the cancers of monopoly by giant
corporations written in our generation.”—from the foreword by Ralph Nader
American monopolies dominate, control, and consume most of the energy of our
entire economic system; they function the same as cancer does in a body, and, like
cancer, they weaken our systems while threatening to crash the entire body
economic. American monopolies have also seized massive political power and use
it to maintain their obscene profits and CEO salaries while crushing small
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competitors. But Thom Hartmann, America's #1 progressive radio host, shows
we've broken the control of behemoths like these before, and we can do it again.
Hartmann takes us from the birth of America as a revolt against monopoly
(remember the Boston Tea Party?), to the largely successful efforts of both
Presidents Theodore and Franklin Roosevelt and other like-minded leaders to
restrain corporations' monopolistic urges, to the massive changes in the rules of
business starting during the “Reagan Revolution” that have brought us to the
cancer stage of capitalism. He shows the damage monopolies have done to so
many industries: agriculture, healthcare, the media, and more. Individuals have
taken a hit as well: the average American family pays a $5,000 a year “monopoly
tax” in the form of higher prices for everything from pharmaceuticals to airfare to
household goods and food. But Hartmann also describes commonsense, historically
rooted measures we can take—such as revitalizing antitrust regulation, taxing
great wealth, and getting money out of politics—to pry control of our country from
the tentacles of the monopolists.

Functorial Knot Theory
When the first fissures became visible to the naked eye in August 2007, suddenly
the most powerful men in the world were three men who were never elected to
public office. They were the leaders of the world’s three most important central
banks: Ben Bernanke of the U.S. Federal Reserve, Mervyn King of the Bank of
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England, and Jean-Claude Trichet of the European Central Bank. Over the next five
years, they and their fellow central bankers deployed trillions of dollars, pounds
and euros to contain the waves of panic that threatened to bring down the global
financial system, moving on a scale and with a speed that had no precedent. Neil
Irwin’s The Alchemists is a gripping account of the most intense exercise in
economic crisis management we’ve ever seen, a poker game in which the stakes
have run into the trillions of dollars. The book begins in, of all places, Stockholm,
Sweden, in the seventeenth century, where central banking had its rocky birth, and
then progresses through a brisk but dazzling tutorial on how the central banker
came to exert such vast influence over our world, from its troubled beginnings to
the Age of Greenspan, bringing the reader into the present with a marvelous
handle on how these figures and institutions became what they are – the
possessors of extraordinary power over our collective fate. What they chose to do
with those powers is the heart of the story Irwin tells. Irwin covered the Fed and
other central banks from the earliest days of the crisis for the Washington Post,
enjoying privileged access to leading central bankers and people close to them. His
account, based on reporting that took place in 27 cities in 11 countries, is the
holistic, truly global story of the central bankers’ role in the world economy we
have been missing. It is a landmark reckoning with central bankers and their
power, with the great financial crisis of our time, and with the history of the
relationship between capitalism and the state. Definitive, revelatory, and riveting,
The Alchemists shows us where money comes from—and where it may well be
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going.

The Great Deformation
We see it everywhere: shady deals between politicians, regulators, and powerful
private interests. Increasingly this is how our economy is run. This title tells us in
clear and simple terms what is wrong and what needs to be done about it.

Lunar Sourcebook
Knots are familiar objects. We use them to moor our boats, to wrap our packages,
to tie our shoes. Yet the mathematical theory of knots quickly leads to deep results
in topology and geometry. The Knot Book is an introduction to this rich theory,
starting from our familiar understanding of knots and a bit of college algebra and
finishing with exciting topics of current research. The Knot Book is also about the
excitement of doing mathematics. Colin Adams engages the reader with
fascinating examples, superb figures, and thought-provoking ideas. He also
presents the remarkable applications of knot theory to modern chemistry, biology,
and physics. This is a compelling book that will comfortably escort you into the
marvelous world of knot theory. Whether you are a mathematics student, someone
working in a related field, or an amateur mathematician, you will find much of
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interest in The Knot Book.

Who's the Fairest of Them All?
This is the most comprehensive introductory graduate or advanced undergraduate
text in fluid mechanics available. It builds from the fundamentals, often in a very
general way, to widespread applications to technology and geophysics. In most
areas, an understanding of this book can be followed up by specialized
monographs and the research literature. The material added to this new edition
will provide insights gathered over 45 years of studying fluid mechanics. Many of
these insights, such as universal dimensionless similarity scaling for the laminar
boundary layer equations, are available nowhere else. Likewise for the generalized
vector field derivatives. Other material, such as the generalized stream function
treatment, shows how stream functions may be used in three-dimensional flows.
The CFD chapter enables computations of some simple flows and provides entrée
to more advanced literature. *New and generalized treatment of similar laminar
boundary layers. *Generalized treatment of streamfunctions for three-dimensional
flow . *Generalized treatment of vector field derivatives. *Expanded coverage of
gas dynamics. *New introduction to computational fluid dynamics. *New
generalized treatment of boundary conditions in fluid mechanics. *Expanded
treatment of viscous flow with more examples.
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Passive Seismic Monitoring of Induced Seismicity
A New York Times bestseller The Great Deformation is a searing look at
Washington's craven response to the recent myriad of financial crises and fiscal
cliffs. It counters conventional wisdom with an eighty-year revisionist history of
how the American state—especially the Federal Reserve—has fallen prey to the
politics of crony capitalism and the ideologies of fiscal stimulus, monetary central
planning, and financial bailouts. These forces have left the public sector teetering
on the edge of political dysfunction and fiscal collapse and have caused America's
private enterprise foundation to morph into a speculative casino that swindles the
masses and enriches the few. Defying right- and left-wing boxes, David Stockman
provides a catalogue of corrupters and defenders of sound money, fiscal rectitude,
and free markets. The former includes Franklin Roosevelt, who fathered crony
capitalism; Richard Nixon, who destroyed national financial discipline and the
Bretton Woods gold-backed dollar; Fed chairmen Greenspan and Bernanke, who
fostered our present scourge of bubble finance and addiction to debt and
speculation; George W. Bush, who repudiated fiscal rectitude and ballooned the
warfare state via senseless wars; and Barack Obama, who revived failed Keynesian
“borrow and spend” policies that have driven the national debt to perilous heights.
By contrast, the book also traces a parade of statesmen who championed balanced
budgets and financial market discipline including Carter Glass, Harry Truman,
Dwight Eisenhower, Bill Simon, Paul Volcker, Bill Clinton, and Sheila Bair.
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Stockman's analysis skewers Keynesian spenders and GOP tax-cutters alike,
showing how they converged to bloat the welfare state, perpetuate the militaryindustrial complex, and deplete the revenue base—even as the Fed's massive
money printing allowed politicians to enjoy “deficits without tears.” But these
policies have also fueled new financial bubbles and favored Wall Street with cheap
money and rigged stock and bond markets, while crushing Main Street savers and
punishing family budgets with soaring food and energy costs. The Great
Deformation explains how we got here and why these warped, crony capitalist
policies are an epochal threat to free market prosperity and American political
democracy.

Crony Capitalism in America 2008-2012
“A man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest,” wrote singer and
songwriter Paul Simon some decades back. Books on the current financial crisis
which started in late 2008 are a tad like that. Until now they have tended to deal
with certain aspects of the crisis without looking at the bigger picture of what really
went wrong. That bigger picture of the ongoing financial crisis has now started to
evolve. Easy Money captures this big picture. The history of money and the
financial system as it has evolved over the centuries stand at the heart of this
endeavor. It explores the idea that the evolution of money over centuries has led
to an easy money policy being followed by governments and central banks across
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the world, which in turn has fueled humongous Ponzi schemes, which have now
started to unravel, bringing the whole world on the brink of a financial disaster. The
book also explains how the lessons of the financial crisis have still not been
learned, and in trying to deal with it, governments across the world are making the
same mistakes which led to the current crisis in the first place.
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